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TRANSITION PROCESSES IN ANGOLA

A PAPER COMMISSIONED BY UNDP

Angola has reached a pivotal juncture in the history of the country, marked by a number of transition
processes from humanitarian crisis towards resettlement, development and the consolidation of
democracy. Given the number of processes and speed of change, it is difficult for all key agencies to
maintain a clear picture of what is happening, who is responsible and how these processes inter-relate.

Alongside the need to have a clear understanding of the transition processes, key agencies need to share
a common vision of the future of Angola to ensure that all efforts are concentrated on a joint project at
this crucial time.

As a modest contribution to these goals, this brief paper addresses two issues.  First, a broad
understanding of what the transition processes are, main policy and legislative objectives and principal
coordinating bodies.  Second, the complex issue of how to enhance dialogue between key agencies.  This
latter objective arose during the many interviews conducted (during August 2002) to collect ideas and
information on the transition processes. We found that while key agencies (the Government, UNITA,
Churches, NGOs – national and international, the UN, donors, IFIs) are developing their own
perspective on transition and the future, most were concerned about the quality of dialogue between the
different groups. They felt that their views are not always heard or understood by the other parties.

In spite of the concern about effective dialogue and joint planning, we found many fundamental points in
common between virtually all agencies in the transition processes:

o The end of conflict is a tremendous achievement in itself.

o Angola should be emerging from humanitarian assistance towards development.  This will mean
moving towards greater production and independence (especially from food aid) as early as possible.

o Angolan citizens should be treated with dignity and respect. They share the goal of moving from
dependency towards self-sufficiency. In this context small-scale agricultural production is especially
important.

o While the immediate focus is on resettlement, the medium term goal should be reducing poverty
through increased productivity and the provision of basic services.  In this context, the Poverty
Reduction Strategy Paper (and process) will be especially important.

o In spite of determined efforts towards improving inter-agency coordination, there are still a large
number of different Commissions and inter-agency coordination bodies and some form of
streamlining would be helpful.

o UNITA trained personnel should be fully integrated into posts in all sectors.

Some of the challenges we identified in the transition processes are:

o Ensuring that all organizations participating in the resettlement process, especially at Provincial
level, fully understand and share all the instruments that serve as a cornerstone to implementation
(i.e. the Government Norms for the Resettlement of Displaced Populations, Government Programme
for Resettlement, Provincial Plans for Resettlement and Return(PEPARRS), Coordination Group for
Return and Resettlement (GAR)). Although senior staff of organizations will be aware of these
instruments, they do not always filter down to field staff responsible for implementation.
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o Developing a shared understanding of the inter-linkages and timescales of other fundamental
instruments that underpin the transition from humanitarian assistance to development:

o The Interim and Full Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper
o The CAP and UN Development Assistance Framework

Also
o The European Commission, USAID and other donor and NGO strategies

o Finding ways to ensure that support to resettlement, reintegration and development is even across
Provinces/Municipalities, rather than an over-concentration on some geographical areas

o Finding the most effective way to provide technical support to the Government in this complex
phase while ensuring that Government sovereignty is fully respected and national knowledge and
skills valued and maximised.

o Ensuring that all agencies are working towards the same vision, goals and timescales not only in
resettlement, but also in the transition to development and within the processes to consolidate
democracy.

The paper will first outline the transition processes and then consider how to address some of these
questions.

This work is an initial attempt to set out the transition processes and there will inevitably be errors and
omissions. To make use of the paper as a live document and to ensure that all agencies develop and
maintain a common understanding of the transition processes, it would be helpful for a key agency to
provide regular revisions and updates.  The Group to Support Return and Resettlement, that brings the
Government together with other agencies, may be the most appropriate body to fulfil this role.
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TRANSITION PROCESSES – WHAT ARE THEY?

The transition processes can be divided into two principal groups:

o The transition from humanitarian crisis towards reconstruction, reintegration and development
o The consolidation of democratic processes

The following chart sets out the processes, together with approximate timescales.
TRANSITION FROM HUMANITARIAN CRISIS

TOWARDS RECONSTRUCTION,
REINTEGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT

TRANSITION TO CONSOLIDATE
DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES

Immediate priority
Plans: Government Plan for Resettlement, I-
PRSP and UN CAP
Humanitarian Assistance:
o Security assessments to increase access
o Stabilization of populations in newly accessible

areas and camps: food aid, Non food items
Resettlement of the displaced, demobilized
and refugees  through voluntary return with
a focus on rights and dignity

o Land distribution in accordance with the
Resettlement Norms

o Provision of inputs to agriculture (seeds,
tools, fertilizer) to promote food security

o Establishment of humanitarian basic
services in the interior (water/sanitation**,
health, education)

o Construction of basic housing
o Re-establishment of Municipal

administration in the interior with capacity
to protect returning population

o Repair of roads and bridges
o Mine marking/de-mining**
o Family tracing/reunification

**Sectors most in need of reinforced capacity to cope
with resettlement demands

Medium term
Plans: Government plans for poverty reduction
(I and F-PRSP), UNDAF* and EU Strategy
o Investment in social infrastructure and services:

education, health, water/sanitation,
roads/bridges, rural electrification.

o Macro economic reform including economic
diversification to create jobs, revision of public
expenditure, inflation control

o Strengthen institutional and human capacity to
plan and deliver services:

o Training for civil servants
o Population census (2007)
o Revival of rural commerce, completion,

dissemination, implementation of land law.
o Develop an effective national response to

HIV/AIDS
*United Nations Development Assistance
Framework

Immediate priority (by end of 2002)

o Completion of Lusaka Protocol
processes

Appointment of UNITA personnel to key posts.
Nomination of 4 ministers, 7 vice-ministers, 3
Provincial Governors (Uige, Lunda Sul and
Kuando Kubango), Ambassadors, local
administration etc.  To be completed as soon as
possible.

o Constitutional reform
The Constitutional Commission has reached the
final points for debate – about the system of
government (Presidential, semi-Presidential etc.).
The draft Constitution is not yet available for
public debate.

Medium term – continuous to 2005

o Presidential and Parliamentary
elections

Establishment of details of the Presidential and
Parliamentary electoral processes, the Electoral
Commission, register the electors and
organize/hold elections
o Extension of territorial administration
Re-establishment of civilian administration at
Muncipal and Comuna levels.
o De-concentration
Complete package of legislation and implement
(by 2003)
o Decentralization
Complete package of legislation and implement
(by 2005)
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These two sets of processes are inter-linked and being implemented simultaneously.  The consolidation
of democratic processes, including completing the Constitutional reform and legislation related to de-
concentration and decentralization will provide the framework for Angolan people to participate in
decisions about their future.

1) Transition from humanitarian crisis to resettlement, reconstruction,
reintegration and development

The transition processes towards development outlined in the chart above are governed and managed by
a framework of legislation, policies and plans established by the Government of Angola with support
from the UN. Civil society actors are also developing plans in recognition of the need to think
strategically in this phase.

The principal legislative instruments, policies and plans are as follows.

Legislation, policies, plans

i) Norms for the Resettlement of Displaced Populations
The fundamental legislative instrument in the process of the resettlement of the displaced are the Norms
for the Resettlement of Displaced Populations, Presidential Decree, January 2001. The norms set out
responsibilities of the Government and supporting agencies for the identification of land for
resettlement; rights to voluntary return; security within the resettlement sites; rehabilitation of
infrastructures; access to water and sanitation and reinstallation kits, as well as rights to food aid during
the resettlement period.

ii) National Commission for the Social and Productive Reintegration of the
Demobilized and Displaced

The National Commission for Reintegration of the Demobilized and Displaced is responsible for
managing the return and resettlement process.

The Commission is subdivided into:
o National Commission - Ministerial level, chaired by the Minister of the Interior
o Executive Commission – policy/programme decisions - Ministerial level, chaired by MINARS
o Technical Group
o Provincial Commission, Chaired by each Provincial Governor

The Commission developed the Emergency Programme for the Return and Reintegration of
Displaced Populations, 2002. This programme sets out  a three-stage process:

Return
o Ensuring that conditions are created for return. Pre conditions from the Norms and draft

rules, are:
§ Movement must be voluntary
§ Mines must be removed or marked
§ Sufficient land for house-building and agriculture
§ Existence of a clean water source
§ State administration should be present
§ The area should be accessible (for transportation)

o Register of target groups
o Transportation of the population
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Resettlement
o Resettlement in areas of origin or pre-established sites including: mines awareness, food

aid, child protection (including family reunification), food production (seeds and tools),
health services, nutrition support to under 5s, education, shelter (kits for construction
and kitchen kits), water and sanitation, transport and logistics.

Social reintegration.
o Rehabilitation of social infrastructure
o Support to production, job creation, education and training

iii) PEPARRS – Provincial Plans of Action for Resettlement and Return
The implementation of this programme is largely the responsibility of Provincial Governors.  Provincial
Governments initially assessed the displaced in all areas of the Province and subsequently drew up an
Emergency Plan of Action for Resettlement and Return – the PEPARRS, together with UN
Representatives, NGOs, Churches etc. Although there is a great deal of data still to collect and some
PEPARRS are very ambitious, there seems to be general agreement amongst all agencies that they have
made a good start at joint planning for resettlement.

iv) Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy – I-PRSP
In parallel with the process to resettle the displaced, the Government of Angola, in consultation with
other interested agencies, will draw up an Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy.  The I-PRSP will set
the broad social and economic policy objectives for resettlement into development, as well as timelines
and participatory processes for developing a full PRSP.   The I-PRSP is likely to be prepared for a
donor’s conference in 2003.

Individual Ministries are drawing up plans and programmes that will form the foundations of the I-
PRSP. For example: MINARS has drawn up a Strategy for Social Reintegration Post-Conflict
(Estrategia da Componente de Reinserção Social Pós Conflito)

An area for special consideration in the national poverty reduction strategy is the challenge of
HIV/AIDS. Although the national HIV/AIDS strategy recommended the establishment of an inter
Ministerial Commission for this area, the Commission has not been set up and there has not been a
strong national focus on the risks presented by HIV to date.

In the medium term, the Government will develop a full PRSP and strategy for the longer term
(Estratégia de Longo Prazo 2004 a 2025) that will include:

o Macro economic reform including economic diversification for job creation
o Investment in social infrastructure and services: education, health, water/sanitation,

roads and bridges, rural electrification
o Training for civil servants, Provincial and Municipal Administrations
o Planning for a population census
o Revival of rural commerce and the completion and dissemination of land law
o Development of an effective national response to HIV/AIDS

The medium term strategy will build on existing sectoral policies and legislation such as, the Ministry of
Education’s Integrated Strategy to Improve the Education System (Estrategia Integrada para a
Melhoria do Sistema de Educação, 2001-2015) and the Ministry of Health’s Health Development Plan
(Plano de Desenvolvimento Sanitário, 2002-2005).

v) UN and EU Strategies and plans
The UN Consolidated Appeal Process (CAP) will draw up the main elements of the UN programme
for resettlement and will have a time period of 12 months from January 2003-December 2003.
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The UN will also develop a medium term Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF) to run
alongside the PRSP that will set out UN medium term goals.  This is likely to cover the period 2003-
2008 and will draw substantially on the Common Country Assessment already completed.

The European Commission has developed a national strategy and indicative programme for 2001-7
focusing on support to the reintegration of combatants, humanitarian aid, rehabilitation of water and
sanitation infrastructure, promoting good governance and civil society, food security and the social
sectors.

USAID is analysing current strategies in relation to the transition processes. At present the focus is on
support to community resettlement and rehabilitation, HIV/AIDS education and prevention, maternal
and child health and democratic processes, including farmer associations and village health and
sanitation committees.

Other donors are also revising and updating strategies in relation to transition processes.

vi) Civil society strategies and plans
The various Churches are also developing their own strategies with a strong focus on the role of the
church in the consolidation of peace and democracy.

Many national and international NGOs are revising strategies in the light of the transition processes but
the urgent pressures of providing humanitarian assistance has allowed limited time to focus on broader
thinking and strategic development.

Coordination within the transition from resettlement to poverty reduction and development

There are many sectoral inter-agency coordination groups, formal and informal, but the principal
coordination instrument at National and Provincial levels to support resettlement into reintegration is the
Grupo de Apoio a Regresso e Reassentamento – the GAR. The GAR is jointly chaired by MINARS and
OCHA at National and Provincial levels.

At the same time, the Joint Commission will bring the Government and UNITA together to complete the
agreements under the Lusaka Protocol and Memorandum of Understanding and will maintain an
overview of the process of resettlement, reintegration and the protection of human rights.

Civil society:

NGOs
Churches

INGOs

Donors
and IFIs
(WB,IMF)

Government Angola
Inter-Ministerial
Commission for

Return/Resettlement
Norms/National

Programme

I&F-PRSP

UN Agencies

CAP and
UNDAF

Political
Parties

UNITA/MPLA
Other Parties

GAR

Joint
Commission

Displaced,
demobilized
refugees and

families living in
poverty

Resettlement  and
growth
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2) CONSOLIDATION OF DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES

Completion of the Lusaka Protocol processes – Short term

i)  Appointment of UNITA personnel to key posts.
Under the Lusaka Protocol, UNITA is entitled to appoint a number of Ministers, Vice Ministers,
Provincial Governors, Ambassadors and local administrators. All the Ministerial posts are already in
place but Provincial Governors and other posts have yet to be nominated.

ii)  Constitutional Reform
The Constitution is in the process of reform to set the framework for democratic processes. The
Constitutional Commission was established in 1998 by the National Assembly and has 44 members (25
MPLA, 14 UNITA, 5 from other Parties).  The structure of the revised Constitution has already been
determined and will include:
o Principles and objectives of the State
o Fundamental rights and liberties
o Economic and social organization of the State
o Organization of State power (Powers and functioning of the parliament, government, public

administration, local administration, local power, judiciary)
o National defence and security

The Constitutional Commission has reached the final points for debate concerning the system of
Government (Presidential, semi-Presidential and the functioning of local power). The draft clauses of the
Constitution are not yet available for public debate.

Medium Term – to approximately 2005

iii) Presidential and Parliamentary Elections
The process and dates for presidential and parliamentary elections have yet to be decided, but steps to be
taken in preparation are as follows:

o Electoral law
o Appointment of an independent Electoral Commission
o Voter registration and education
o Confidence building and reconciliation

iv) Extension of territorial administration
Given the extent of the conflict, it has not been possible to re-establish civilian administration in most of
the interior of the country. This process has begun as speedily as possible to facilitate the management of
the resettlement processes.

v) Deconcentration, decentralization and local elections
Local level decision-making, participation and accountability are fundamental to the success of
resettlement, reintegration and local development.  Decisions made locally will be more appropriate to
the needs of each Municipality and Comuna in promoting family-based agricultural development, the
building block of the rural economy.

The Government has taken initial steps towards de-concentration that will facilitate moves towards
decentralization.  Full decentralization is dependent on decisions made by the Constitutional
Commission and legislation will be approved after the adoption of the new Constitution.

De-concentration
Legislation passed from 1999 has substantially increased the powers of Provincial Governors. All
Provincial departments of line ministries (with the exception of Interior, Finance and Justice) were
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converted into units of the Provincial Government. Provincial heads of each Department are appointed
by the Governor and accountable to him/her. Provincial Governments are independent budgetary units
and negotiate budgets with the Ministry of Finance.

Up to the present time, the Municipal level remains dependent on the Provincial Government, both for
staff appointments and financial support.

Further changes towards de-concentration and decentralization are planned. These are set out in the
Strategic Plan for deconcentration and administrative decentralization: local power and traditional
power in Angola, Ministry of Territorial Administration, Luanda, February 2000. 1

The Strategic Plan anticipates completing a raft of legislative changes in relation to de-concentration by
2003 and decentralization by 2005:

Outstanding legislation for deconcentration
o Urban and rural planning2

o Land law3

o Economic Planning4

o Fiscal reform5

o Programming, approval and management of public investments6

o Organizational model for de-concentration7

o Training of Human Resources in Public Administration8

Outstanding legislation for decentralization
o Transfer and definition of responsibilities9

o Local Finance10

o Electoral rules, principles and registration11

o Rights and Responsibilities of Public Servants12

The plan recognizes that the shortage of trained staff is an enormous problem and impediment in local
planning and governance.  The need for clearer definitions of how the local population can participate in
planning is also recognized.

Relationships within the consolidation of democracy

1 Plano Estratégico da desconcentração e descentralização adminstrativa: o poder local autarquico e o poder
tradicional em Angola, (Ministério da Administração do Território, Luanda February 2000).
2 Lei do Ordenamento do Território e Urbanismo; Regulamento Geral dos Planos Urbanisticos e de Ordenamento
Rural; Regulamento Geral dos Loteamentos; Regulamento Geral dos Licenciamentos de Obras e Construções;
Legislação que Fixa os Perimetros Urbanas e a Concessão de Forais de Cidade; Lei de Expropriações por Utilidade
Publica.
3 Lei de Terras
4 Lei de Base do Planeamento Economico
5 Lei de Base de Reforma Fiscal; Código Geral Tributário; Lei sobre o regime Financeiro Local
6 Revisão do Decreto 11-95 de 5 de Maio; Revisão da Lei de Enquadramento Local;
7 Revisão do Decreto 17-99 de 29 de Outubro; Lei Sobre a Organização e Funcionamento dos Bairros e Povoações;
Esturtura da Administração Local do Estado
8 Produção legislativa
9 Transferência de Competência e Atribuições; Lei de Tutela Administrativa do Estado sobre as Autarquias Locais
10 Lei que Regulará as Finanças e Ordenamento das Autarquias Locais
11 Lei que Estabelece as Regras Eleitorais e os Princípios de Recenseamento
12 Lei sobre os Direitos e Deveres dos Titulares de Cargos Públicos
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Within the processes to consolidate democracy, the National Assembly is at centre-stage, with civil
society and political parties playing a fundamental role in feeding into debates. The UN, donors and
other international agencies can provide valuable technical assistance and experience from other
transition processes.

   Technical assistance

Civil society:
National NGOs/

Churches

INGOs

Donors

UN
Agencies

ANGOLAN
CITIZENS

IFIs
(IMF/
WB)

National Assembly and
the Government

Parliamentary
Commissions eg.
Constitutional
Commission

Ministries

Political Parties

UNITA/MPLA
Other Parties

Voices and
views
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TIMELINES OF KEY INSTRUMENTS/LEGISLATION

2002 2003
S O N D J F M A  M J J A S O N D

2
0
0
4

2
0
0
5

2
0
0
6

2
0
0
7

2
0
0
8

Plans for Return and Resettlement
Govt Prog
for Return/
Resettle
PEPARRS
I-PRSP
To be
determined
CAP CAP 2002 CAP 2003

Plans for medium term reintegration, poverty reduction and development
F-PRSP
To be
determined
UNDAF
EU Strategy

Plans for consolidating democratic processes
Completion
of Lusaka
Protocols
Revised
Constitution
Preparation
elections:
Electoral
Commission
registration
Presidential
Parliament
elections
Deconcentr
ation
Decentraliza
tion and
local
elections

The Government’s plan for the longer term will look towards setting goals up to 2025 for economic
development, job creation etc.
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PROPOSALS TO ADDRESS ISSUES RAISED

1.  Role of the GAR in ensuring that all key agencies and personnel share a common approach

The programme for the return, resettlement and reintegration of displaced, demobilized and refugees is
vast and ambitious. Given the number of agencies and personnel involved, maintaining everyone on
board with a shared vision and common understanding will require constant effort.  The GAR will be the
key body to guide the process at both the National and Provincial levels and will need to:
i) Frequently restate that the process is based on the Government Norms and Programme for
Resettlement. The GAR will need to ensure that all agencies have copies of the Norms and understand
that the objective is to work towards achieving them even where resources are insufficient. Agencies
should appreciate that their documentation of the constraints to achieving the Norms and objectives in
the PEPARRS will help to identify and quantify gaps in resources/capacities.

ii) Share a broader perspective on the transition processes and plans (and timelines) with participating
agencies.  This will require updating agencies on the I-PRSP/F-PRSP, CAP, UNDAF etc. and on the
sectoral groups feeding into the process.

iii) Although most agencies will send a representative to GAR meetings, representatives will need to
ensure that the content is transmitted to the whole staff group to ensure that the common approach and
revision of progress reaches staff in the field.

2.  Streamlining technical working groups

In addition to the Government Commission for the Social and Productive Reintegration of the
Demobilized and Displaced, there are various Government Commissions by sector to develop plans and
monitor progress (eg. Joint Commission for Health, including the Ministry of Health, UNITA, FAA, UN
and NGOs).

The UN also has Sectoral Focal Points and working groups bringing together Government personnel,
UN and NGO staff to develop plans that will feed into the Consolidated Appeal.  These groups will also
work towards developing plans for the UNDAF. The sectors covered are not always the same as those of
Government Commissions.

Over the coming months, it may be helpful to review existing Commissions and working groups on
resettlement/reintegration and where possible develop joint Government-UN/NGO/Churches etc.
sectoral working groups organized by Government Ministry.

The groups could feed into the development of the I-PRSP and other baseline documents for the donor
conference. The same groups would feed into the preparation of the UNDAF.  They could be co-chaired
by senior Ministry technical staff and the UN Focal Point for each sector.

They could be inclusive groups, bringing together all key agencies in the resettlement/reintegration
process. This would include technical personnel from UNITA, the Churches, national NGOs,
international NGOs and donors, as appropriate.

3.  HIV/AIDS

The proposed National Commission for HIV/AIDS was never established and the strategy (that ends in
2002) never fully implemented. The transition phase calls for a major multi-sectoral, multi-agency effort
towards awareness raising, prevention and assistance to those affected by HIV/AIDS.  The risks are of
such magnitude that HIV/AIDS should be excluded from the streamlining process in relation to
Ministries. HIV/AIDS is an issue for virtually all sectors and merits separate policies/strategies and
working groups.
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4. Drawing on Angolan Technical Skills

Some recognized Angolan technical specialists have moved from Government Ministries to posts in
other organizations (NGOs, the EU, private industry etc.). Where feasible, they should be incorporated
into technical working groups, even if this would require a part-time secondment from their current post.

5. Even development across Provinces and within Provinces

Even development is a serious concern to the Government and all agencies participating in resettlement,
reintegration and poverty reduction. Although there is a shortage of resources in all areas, there remain
vast differences between Provinces in terms of:

o Access of the population to basic services
o Availability of trained personnel in different sectors
o Existence of and planned investment in social infrastructure
o The distribution of NGOs

These are issues that are being addressed in each sector strategy and will certainly be addressed in the
PRSP. In the interim, the issue could merit a debate between all agencies: the Government, UN, Donors,
IFIs, Churches and NGOs to raise awareness and define a common approach during the phase of
extension of territorial administration.

6.  Availability of Policy/Strategy Documents

To be sure that all agencies have access to Government policies/strategies as a starting point for sectoral
plans, they should be freely available to all.  In many cases, it is difficult to access copies of these key
papers. It would be helpful if all Ministries had hard copies of key documents available for distribution,
as well as posting them on the Government of Angola website.  A central ‘policy bank’ could also be
available through the Ministry of Planning.  Summaries of the same documents in English would also be
helpful.

Equally, key papers such as the UN Common Country Assessment should be actively distributed in
Portuguese and English to the Government and all agencies participating in the process. Churches,
NGOs and donors should share their strategies and any documentation with Government Departments
and the UN.
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